We completed a meta-analysis to investigate the relationship between delusions in psychosis and 4 cognitive biases: "jumping to conclusions" (JTC), the "bias against disconfirmatory evidence" (BADE), the "bias against confirmatory evidence" (BACE), and "liberal acceptance" (LA). Building on recent meta-analyses we compared more narrowly defined groups. We identified 35 JTC, 8 BADE, 7 BACE, and 6 LA studies for inclusion. Groups with schizophrenia who were currently experiencing delusions demonstrated greater JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA than groups with schizophrenia who were not currently experiencing delusions, who in turn demonstrated no more JTC than healthy control groups. Hence JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA co-vary with delusions in cross-sectional samples of people with schizophrenia. Groups who were experiencing delusions due to other psychiatric illnesses also demonstrated greater JTC than healthy controls, and equivalent JTC to groups with schizophrenia currently experiencing delusions. Hence JTC is associated with delusions across a range of diagnoses. Groups with other, nondelusional psychiatric illnesses demonstrated less JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA than groups with schizophrenia currently experiencing delusions, less JTC than groups experiencing delusions due to other diagnoses, and no more JTC, BADE, BACE, or LA than healthy control groups. Hence JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA were not associated with psychiatric illnesses in general. Our results indicate all 4 biases are associated with delusions specifically rather than merely with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or with being psychiatrically ill, consistent with the possibility that they contribute to delusional severity.
Introduction
Two cognitive biases are reliably associated with delusions in schizophrenia. The first is the Jumping to Conclusions (JTC) bias, in which interpretations or judgments are made early and based on inadequate evidence. 1 The second is the Bias Against Disconfirmatory Evidence (BADE), in which there is a failure to adequately reevaluate an initial interpretation of events in the face of increasing evidence against that interpretation.
2,3
The meaning of the association between JTC, BADE, and delusions in schizophrenia remains uncertain, however. It is plausible that JTC, BADE, and delusions arise independently as aspects of schizophrenia, and that JTC and BADE are merely spuriously related to delusions. Alternatively, such biases in perception and judgment may contribute to the formation and maintenance of delusions by affecting the manner in which evidence for ideas is weighted, accepted, or ignored. 4 According to this hypothesis, JTC contributes to delusion formation through the early acceptance, with inadequate evidence, of incorrect hypotheses. 5 BADE could contribute to the persistence and intractability of delusions by decreasing the likelihood that delusional beliefs will be re-evaluated when contrary evidence is provided. 6 Despite the high face validity of the hypothesis that JTC and BADE contribute to delusion formation and maintenance, the evidence is mixed as to whether JTC and BADE are associated with delusions specifically (as a causal relationship would suggest), or merely with having schizophrenia (consistent with a spurious association). Two recent meta-analyses investigated the association of JTC with delusions. Dudley et al 7 compared groups with mixed diagnoses (schizophrenia and delusional disorder) with healthy and psychiatric controls. Likewise, Ross et al 8 assessed the relationship of JTC with delusions in mixed-diagnosis groups (schizophrenia, schizo-affective or bipolar disorder, major depression with delusions). However, by assessing JTC in mixed-diagnosis groups, neither meta-analysis clearly indicates whether JTC is associated with delusions in multiple diagnoses, or is only associated with delusions in schizophrenia. No BADE meta-analysis has previously been published. The present meta-analysis addresses these limitations, exploring whether JTC and BADE are together associated with current delusions in multiple diagnoses. The association of these biases with delusions in multiple diagnoses would demonstrate this relationship is not limited to schizophrenia, and would support a causal relationship.
JTC is most frequently measured by the beads task. Applying this task with people with schizophrenia, Huq et al 9 showed participants 2 jars of colored beads. Each jar contained pink and green beads in an 85:15 ratio, with one jar containing mostly pink beads and the other mostly green beads. The jars were hidden from view and beads were drawn from one of the jars in a purportedly random but in fact pre-determined sequence. With each draw, participants were invited to indicate whether they had decided which jar (mostly pink or mostly green) beads were being drawn from. Huq et al 9 found that participants with current delusions required fewer draws-todecision (DTD) than those without current delusions, demonstrating a JTC bias. Variants of the beads task have utilized alternative stimuli, such as colored fish in lakes 10, 11 or emotionally-salient stimuli. 12,13 Some versions of the task have incorporated an expanded instruction set to minimize potential miscomprehension regarding the nature of the task. 14 To measure BADE, most studies have used the wellestablished procedure outlined by Woodward et al. 15 Participants read a brief, ambiguous scenario and then rate and re-rate the plausibility of 4 interpretations as more evidence is provided. Two lure interpretations initially appear very plausible but become implausible as more evidence is provided; the true interpretation appears less plausible initially but, with more evidence, becomes the most plausible, and an "absurd" interpretation remains implausible throughout. Higher BADE is demonstrated when participants fail to adequately downrate the plausibility of lure interpretations. Some earlier studies used successive pictures 2 or fragmented pictures 6 to present a disambiguating scenario. Typically 2 other biases are measured at the same time-a bias against confirmatory evidence (BACE), in which participants fail to adequately up-rate the plausibility of the true interpretation despite additional supporting evidence, and liberal acceptance (LA), where the plausibility of absurd interpretations is overrated. 16 Principal Component Analysis has suggested BADE, BACE, and LA are nonindependent aspects of a single "evidence integration" cognitive process. 2, 3, 17 While many studies have noted elevated JTC in schizophrenia samples, a much smaller number of studies have tested for a specific relationship with delusions by comparing schizophrenia samples with and without current delusions. In an early meta-analysis of 4 clinical studies, Fine et al 18 found a significant relationship between JTC and delusions when comparing delusional vs non-delusional groups with schizophrenia, suggesting that JTC is specifically related to delusions rather than to schizophrenia generally. Some later studies have supported this finding, [19] [20] [21] [22] as did a recent systematic review 1 (although many studies included in the review compared currentlydeluded schizophrenia samples with non-delusional, nonschizophrenia samples, so that a schizophrenia diagnosis and the presence of delusions were confounded). JTC has also been associated with delusion-proneness in nonclinical samples, 14, 23, 24 providing further tentative support for a causal relationship.
However, other studies comparing schizophrenia groups with vs without delusions have found no relationship between JTC and delusions beyond an association with schizophrenia itself, 25, 26 supporting a spurious explanation for the link between JTC and delusions. So et al 27 tested whether JTC co-varied with delusional conviction over time in a year-long longitudinal study, but found no change in JTC even though delusional conviction decreased slightly. The change in delusional conviction over the duration of the study was small, however, and perhaps insufficient to be reflected in changes in bias.
With respect to BADE, the question of whether it is related to delusions specifically or merely with schizophrenia in general has not been investigated to the same depth as for JTC. Nevertheless, some studies found that BADE was related to delusional severity, 3 and to delusions specifically rather than to a diagnosis of schizophrenia per se. 2, 17 In contrast, other studies have found no difference in BADE between schizophrenia samples with vs without current delusions. 28, 29 Overall the majority of studies support the possibility that JTC and BADE are meaningfully (and not merely spuriously) associated with delusions, however the literature is far from unanimous. As mentioned, 2 recent meta-analyses sought to address this problem. In their meta-analysis of between-groups and correlational studies, Dudley et al 7 found a small difference in DTD between groups with schizophrenia who were and were not currently experiencing clinician-reported delusions, and a trend-level correlation between JTC and delusion severity in currently delusional samples with schizophrenia. This is consistent with a meaningful relationship, at least in the context of schizophrenia. However, when including other diagnoses with delusions as a symptom, such as delusional disorder, Dudley et al used a heterogeneous "psychosis" group, which included those with schizophrenia both with and without current delusions, plus those with delusional disorder. They compared this heterogeneous group with healthy and psychiatric controls, but it is unclear whether elevated JTC in this group was related to delusions only for those with schizophrenia, or for those with other diagnoses also. By considering such groups separately, our meta-analysis is able to assess whether JTC is associated with delusions in the context of multiple diagnoses, a key prediction of the hypothesis that JTC contributes to delusion severity.
Similarly, in a meta-analysis of correlational studies, Ross et al 8 found a small correlation between JTC and self-reported delusional ideation in clinical and non-clinical samples, although it was not significant in the key current-delusions subgroup (probably due to the small number of studies that met their inclusion criteria). Again this finding is consistent with the possibility of a meaningful relationship between JTC and delusions. However Ross et al also used a heterogeneous clinical sample which included diagnoses of schizophrenia, schizo-affective or bipolar disorder, and major depression with delusions, and it is unclear whether JTC was associated with delusions across multiple diagnoses, or only associated with delusions in schizophrenia.
We build on the meta-analyses of Ross el al 8 and Dudley et al 7 by making comparisons between more narrowlydefined groups, allowing us to address in detail when and for whom cognitive biases are related to delusions. Specifically, we compared groups with schizophrenia with and without current delusions, groups with current delusions due to non-schizophrenia diagnoses, groups without delusions but with other psychiatric diagnoses, and healthy control groups.
The comparison of groups with schizophrenia with and without current delusions deserves additional consideration. One prediction of the causal hypothesis would be that cognitive biases co-vary with delusion severity over time. A meta-analysis of longitudinal studies would provide the ideal test of this, but few longitudinal studies are available. Nevertheless, cross-sectional data comparing groups with schizophrenia with and without current delusions may be used to approximate a longitudinal comparison, due to the high prevalence of delusions during psychotic episodes, and the alternation of psychotic episodes with periods of recovery or remission over the course of illness. [30] [31] [32] Clinically significant delusions are a common symptom of schizophrenia, and may be experienced by over 70% of people during psychotic episodes, 33 though rates as high as 97% were reported in one study. 34 Yet psychotic symptoms may remit for a time in as many as 88% of people with schizophrenia within a 12-month period. 35 Hence the majority of those with schizophrenia who are in remission and not currently experiencing delusions will have experienced a longitudinal decrease in delusional severity.
We made 3 key comparisons, as follows. (1) We compared groups with schizophrenia with and without current delusions (and compared the latter with healthy control groups), to determine whether the biases co-vary with delusions and illness severity, and might therefore causally contribute to delusions during acute phases. (2) We compared groups currently experiencing delusions due to non-schizophrenia diagnoses with other groups, to determine whether the biases are associated with delusions across multiple diagnoses, or perhaps spuriously associated with delusions only in the context of schizophrenia. (3) Finally, we compared groups that are psychiatrically ill but not experiencing delusions with other groups, to determine whether these biases could simply be associated with being psychiatrically ill. By estimating how JTC and BADE are differentially associated with schizophrenia, delusions, illness, and health, we inform the question of whether and how cognitive bias is related to delusions.
While JTC and BADE have both been associated with delusions, they are usually studied in isolation. They have not been investigated meta-analytically together, and indeed no BADE meta-analysis exists to date. By including BADE, BACE, and LA along with JTC in the current meta-analysis we hope to draw broader conclusions regarding their possible role in delusion formation and maintenance.
Method

Selection Criteria
JTC studies were included if they used the beads task or its variants (fish/lakes or emotionally-salient stimuli-JTC is observed at similar strength for both neutral and emotionally-salient tasks), 36 and reported group mean DTD or the within-group correlation between DTD and delusion severity. Data from tasks of all ratios were accepted, as Ross et al 8 found that bead ratio did not moderate the relationship between JTC and delusion strength. BADE studies which used either the ambiguous scenarios task 15 or a similar task using ambiguous pictures 2, 6 were included. For both JTC and BADE, studies were included only if they compared currently delusional and currently nondelusional groups with schizophrenia, or compared one of these groups with delusions not due to schizophrenia, non-delusional psychiatric, or healthy control groups. Groups with either delusional disorder or major depressive disorder with delusions 22 were included as having current delusions not due to schizophrenia. Groups with current delusions and mixed diagnoses (schizophrenia and delusional disorder etc.) were included as having schizophrenia with current delusions if schizophrenia was the majority diagnosis. 12, 22, 37, 38 Similar to previous meta-analyses, 7, 8 no distinction was made among delusion subtypes.
Longitudinal JTC data were included when participants who were currently experiencing delusions at baseline were no longer experiencing delusions at follow-up. 38, 39 Only baseline data were used from longitudinal studies in which participants were still experiencing delusions at follow-up. 40, 41 There were no BADE longitudinal studies.
Search Strategy
JTC studies and unpublished data meeting our selection criteria were identified from the recent comprehensive literature search completed by Dudley et al, 7 from Garety and Freeman, 1 and from a search of the Pubmed and PsycINFO databases using the search terms delusions, schizophrenia, psychosis, or paranoia, in combination with jump(ing) to conclusions or JTC.
BADE studies were identified from a search of the Pubmed and PsycINFO databases, using the search terms delusions, schizophrenia, psychosis, or paranoia, in combination with bias against disconfirmatory evidence, bias against confirmatory evidence, BADE, BACE, or evidence integration. Additional data were requested from the authors of BADE studies that appeared to meet the inclusion criteria but did not report adequate descriptive statistics. Data from included JTC and BADE studies were coded by the lead author.
Statistical Methods
JTC was operationalized as the mean DTD, 7 when available, for both neutral and emotionally-salient stimuli. BADE was calculated as the mean change in plausibility rating of lure interpretations between the first and last piece of evidence, 15 BACE as the change in plausibility rating of true interpretations between the first and last piece of evidence, and LA as the average plausibility rating of absurd interpretations. Several studies have alternatively operationalized LA as the willingness to make a decision for a plausible option based on lowerthan-average confidence. [42] [43] [44] While informative, these studies were not included in our meta-analysis because of fundamental differences in the way in which LA was measured.
Cohen's d effect size was calculated for each cognitive bias contrast using the between-groups method 45 for both between-groups and repeated-measures studies, and arithmetically averaged when multiple effect sizes were reported. Correlations (including Spearman's ρ) were converted to Cohen's d according to the method of Rosnow and Rosenthal, 46 and group sizes of half the original group rounded down to the nearest whole number were recorded to account for dichotomization. Data from healthy delusion-prone and non-delusion-prone subgroups were recombined by weighted mean averaging and the pooling of standard deviations. All Cohen's ds were then corrected to unbiased Hedges' g. 47 Hedges' g were combined in a random-effects metaanalysis 48 using the Exploratory Software for Confidence Intervals (ESCI) to determine an overall effect size for each comparison. In addition the likelihood of publication bias in the schizophrenia with current delusions vs healthy controls, and schizophrenia with and without current delusions comparisons was assessed by visual inspection of funnel-plot symmetry.
Results
Included Studies
Thirty-four of 54 JTC studies from Dudley et al 7 met our inclusion criteria. One further study 22 
Publication Bias
Inspection of the funnel plots ( figure 1) indicates a possible slight publication bias for the schizophrenia with current delusions vs healthy controls JTC comparison, but not the schizophrenia with vs without current delusions comparison. The funnel plots suggest little to no publication bias has influenced the BADE results.
Preliminary Analyses
Subgroup analyses were performed where possible to determine whether studies using different methodologies could appropriately be combined. The core schizophrenia with vs without current delusions comparison was used for all subgroup analyses. There was no significant difference . Despite the small difference in effect sizes, inclusion of the 2 longitudinal studies in the meta-analysis increased overall precision, and we consider the combined between-groups and longitudinal data to be valid.
Analysis of Heterogeneity
Significant heterogeneity was observed for the schizophrenia with current delusions vs healthy controls JTC meta-analysis (table 1) . When an unusually high- 67 and low-effect 53 study were removed from the analysis, heterogeneity was no longer significant, while effect size remained consistent. No obvious methodological differences were noted for either study which might account for extreme results, and they were included in subsequent analyses. No significant heterogeneity was observed for any other JTC, BADE, BACE, or LA comparisons (tables 1 and 2).
Replication of the Basic Relationship
The majority of studies and 2 recent meta-analyses 7, 8 attest that there is a relationship, whether direct or spurious, between cognitive bias and delusions in schizophrenia. As a prerequisite to further investigations we also tested this relationship, and found that groups with schizophrenia and current delusions showed greater JTC, Note: JTC, jumping to conclusions. a SD = schizophrenia with current delusions, HC = healthy controls, SND = schizophrenia without current delusions, PD = other psychiatric illnesses with current delusions, PND = other psychiatric illnesses without current delusions. BADE, BACE, and LA than healthy control groups, with a medium effect size (figure 2). Forest plots for all meta-analyses are included in the supplementary material. Our results replicate Dudley et al 7 and Ross et al 8 by confirming a relationship between having schizophrenia with delusions and elevated JTC, and additionally confirms this same relationship for the BADE, BACE, and LA biases also.
Key Comparisons Results
Groups with schizophrenia and current delusions demonstrated greater JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA than groups with schizophrenia who were not currently experiencing delusions, with a small effect size (see figure 2 for all key comparisons). In fact, schizophrenia groups without current delusions demonstrated no more JTC than healthy control groups, although they demonstrated more BADE with a small effect, a small trend towards more BACE, and more LA with small to medium effect.
Groups who were experiencing delusions due to psychiatric disorders other than schizophrenia also demonstrated greater JTC than healthy control groups, with a medium effect size (no BADE, BACE, or LA data were available for this comparison). These groups demonstrated equivalent levels of JTC to groups with schizophrenia who were currently experiencing delusions.
Groups with other psychiatric illnesses who were not experiencing delusions demonstrated less JTC and BADE with a large effect size, and less BACE and LA with a small to medium effect size than groups experiencing delusions due to schizophrenia. Groups with other psychiatric illnesses who were not experiencing delusions also demonstrated less JTC, with a medium effect size, than groups experiencing delusions owing to other diagnoses (no BADE, BACE, or LA data was available), and demonstrated no more JTC, BADE, BACE, or LA than healthy control groups.
Discussion
This meta-analysis compared narrowly-defined groups across the JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA spectrum of cognitive biases, in order to determine (1) whether these biases co-vary with delusions, consistent with the possibility they contribute causally to delusions, (2) whether these biases are associated with delusions in illnesses other than schizophrenia, to demonstrate whether the Note: BADE, bias against disconfirmatory evidence; BACE, bias against confirmatory evidence; LA, liberal acceptance. a SD = schizophrenia with current delusions, HC = healthy controls, SND = schizophrenia without current delusions, PD = other psychiatric illnesses with current delusions, PND = other psychiatric illnesses without current delusions. association is with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or with delusions in particular, and (3) whether these biases could merely be associated with being psychiatrically ill.
Do Biases Co-vary With Delusions Over Time?
The co-variability of biases with delusions over time would ideally be tested using longitudinal data, but only 2 longitudinal studies met the inclusion criteria and a separate analysis was of limited value owing to imprecision. Combined with the minimal longitudinal data available, we took the alternative approach of approximating longitudinal information using cross-sectional data. Groups with schizophrenia and current delusions demonstrated greater JTC (consistent with Dudley et al   7   ) , BADE, BACE, and LA than groups with schizophrenia who were not currently experiencing delusions, although the difference was small. Further, for the first time in a metaanalysis, we have shown that groups with schizophrenia without current delusions demonstrated no more JTC than healthy control groups (though they showed more BADE and LA than healthy control groups with small effect, and a trend towards more BACE). The medium JTC effect found by Dudley et al 7 for their psychosis group vs healthy controls comparison (g=−0.53 [−0.69, −0.36]) lies between our results for schizophrenia groups with current delusions vs healthy controls, and for schizophrenia groups without current delusions vs healthy controls, as might be expected considering the mixed delusional status of their psychosis group. Together, our results suggest that JTC, BADE, BACE and LA are not simply stable features of schizophrenia. They appear elevated during times of worse delusions, and appear lower (BADE, BACE, LA) or comparable to normal levels (JTC) as delusions abate. This is consistent with the possibility that these biases contribute causally to delusions during acute phases of illness. Additionally, the presence of some biases (at reduced levels) in non-delusional groups suggests people with schizophrenia may also have a trait vulnerability to biases, which could be targeted by interventions during all phases of illness.
A significant limitation of this meta-analysis however is that it included longitudinal data from only 2 studies, and while longitudinal information was approximated using cross-sectional data, questions remain about the validity of this approach. It is possible that the schizophrenia groups without current delusions included participants for whom delusions were never a prominent feature of their schizophrenia, and that perhaps delusional severity is relatively stable over time. 72 If this were the case, crosssectional data from groups with and without current delusions would not reflect changes in delusion severity, but stable individual differences in symptomatology. As such, our results would demonstrate an association between biases and individual differences in the development of delusions, suggesting cognitive bias might be a risk factor for delusions in psychosis. Only longitudinal data can unequivocally show whether the biases truly covary over time with delusions in schizophrenia, and hence whether they may act as causal agents or risk factors for worse delusions.
Are Biases Associated With Delusions Across Multiple Diagnoses?
JTC was equally elevated in delusional groups with schizophrenia and other illnesses, suggesting that JTC is not spuriously related to delusions merely owing to their co-occurrence in schizophrenia. Rather, the finding that JTC was associated with delusions across diagnoses is consistent with the possibility that JTC contributes to the development of delusions, and suggests the association could be strong enough that JTC might even be a necessary (though not sufficient) factor for the development of delusions. Unfortunately no relevant BADE, BACE or LA data were available, but would make a worthy focus for future research. It is also possible that biases contribute to certain types of delusions and not others. For example, Garety et al 73 found that JTC was more strongly associated with grandiose delusions than with persecutory delusions. Understanding whether the biases feature differently in different subtypes of delusions would be another worthy focus for future research, potentially leading to more targeted and effective cognitive therapies.
Are Biases Simply Elevated in Psychiatric Illnesses?
An association of biases with delusions in both schizophrenia and other delusional disorders could nevertheless occur if these biases were simply a consequence of having a psychiatric illness more generally. If this were the case, the biases should be elevated in groups with psychiatric diagnoses which are not associated with delusions also. However, groups with psychiatric illnesses not associated with delusions demonstrated less JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA than groups experiencing delusions, whether the delusions were due to schizophrenia (all biases) or other diagnoses (only JTC data available). Additionally, groups with psychiatric illnesses who were not experiencing delusions demonstrated no more JTC, BADE, BACE or LA than healthy control groups. As these biases are not elevated in psychiatric illnesses more generally, merely having a psychiatric illness cannot account for cognitive bias in those experiencing delusions.
General Discussion
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that cognitive biases play a causal role in delusions. The hypothesis finds indirect support in treatment studies also. Metacognitive Training, a cognitive therapy that focuses on reducing JTC and BADE, has been shown by metaanalysis to weaken delusional severity in people with schizophrenia. 74, 75 The similar pattern of occurrence of the BADE, BACE, and LA biases supports their interpretation as parts of a unified evidence integration construct. 3, 17 That JTC also demonstrates a similar pattern of occurrence to the evidence integration biases suggests they may share a common underlying cognitive mechanism, while remaining independent constructs. 76 One mechanism proposed to underlie JTC and BADE is the hypersalience of evidence which matches a hypothesis. 11, 17, 23, 77 Hypersalient evidence-hypothesis matches could lead to reduced datagathering and premature decision-making (JTC), or strengthen a weak hypothesis against counter-evidence (BADE). Though not discussed in the literature, perhaps BACE arises when the hypersalience of evidencehypothesis matches renders evidence for new alternative (and perhaps true) hypotheses comparatively less salient. The theory could even explain LA, as the hypersalience of positive evidence for an absurd hypothesis might overwhelm the nonspecific common-sense evidence most people presumably draw upon to discount very unlikely scenarios.
Conclusion
Our meta-analysis demonstrates that JTC, BADE, BACE, and LA are associated with delusions across multiple diagnoses, and not merely with having a schizophrenia diagnosis nor with having a psychiatric illness more generally. The association of these biases with delusions specifically is consistent with the possibility these biases contribute to delusions. Additionally our meta-analysis implies that these biases could co-vary with delusions over time, increasing in strength and contributing to the development and maintenance of delusions during acute phases of illness. The suggestion that cognitive biases play a role in the development and maintenance of delusions in a range of psychiatric illnesses has high apparent validity, and remains a parsimonious and convincing explanation for the close association of JTC and BADE with delusions.
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